
Marci Zaroff launches new organic brand

Farm to Home designed to make sustainable home textiles more accessible

Jennifer Marks // Editor in Chief • September 26, 2019

New York – Eco-lifestyle innovator Marci Zaroff is on a new mission to
“democratize” organic textile products.

Her company, Ecofashion Corp., is working with the Grameena Vikas Kendram
Society for Rural Development in India on a new project called Reset to
champion regenerative organic farming and sustainable, ethical
manufacturing practices. Reset cotton will be used in her new home collection,
Farm to Home.

Ecofashion began working on the project two years ago with an eye toward
building a brand based on agriculture that benefits farmers as well as the end
consumer.

“The soil is life” to farmers,” said Zaroff. “They are terrified of climate change
because they’re seeing it. The soil has become deteriorated through traditional
farming techniques.”

The 45-member Reset team in India is working with farmers to create the first
Regenerative Organic In Conversion standard in partnership with Control
Union, the Textile Exchange, and the Rodale Institute 3. The project involves
using cotton agriculture as a tool to sequester carbon, with a goal of capturing
up to 16,000-32,000 tons annually. On the human side of the equation, the
Reset is working to build community-centric models in farming villages to
benefit the farmers rather than middle-men or town leadership

Circularity plays a role as well. Reset has a deal with the Dutch government to
collect biomass waste such as stalks after the harvest and upcycle the material
into new products. Traditionally, the stalks have been burned.

“The biomass story is cradle to cradle,” said Zaroff.

The first home textiles made with Reset cotton will begin production next year.
In the meantime,
Zaroff is beginning to build the Farm to Home brand with a debut collection
made of GOTS-certified collection on QVC. The televised launch took place
yesterday.

“Today’s consumer expects sustainability, transparency and purpose,” said
Zaroff. “We are growing a lifestyle brand for everybody, not just Millennials
and Gen Z.”

 

 

Editor-in-Chief Jennifer Marks shares news and views from around the home textiles
marketplace.
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